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www.linkedin.com/in/roman-
nester-97b24755 (LinkedIn)

Top Skills
E-commerce
Digital Marketing
Online Advertising

Languages
French (Limited Working)
English (Professional Working)

Publications
(Radio record) Voice of Russia:
Segmento, a high-tech online
advertising startup
(Video) Real-Time Bidding in Russia:
pros and contras
RTB in Russia: chronicles
Banner Advertising: new metrics of
effectiveness
Retargeting: From dinosaurs to
Rocket Science

Roman Nester
CEO at Segmento
Moscow, Russian Federation

Summary
Tech entrepreneur, passionate for big data, AI, machine learning,
digital business.
CEO and co-founder at Segmento (segmento.ru) since 2011.
Segmento is a leading data-driven omnichannel marketing platform.
Successfully raised 3 investment rounds in 2012-2013. In 2015 the
company was acquired by Sberbank Group (LSE:SBER, largest
Bank in Eastern Europe). In 2016 led Segmento to growth 3.5 times
in revenue.
In 2016 made a new joint venture with SSA Sistema (LSE:SSA) to
create a new technology and data leader in russian digital marketing.
Now managing a team of 110+ engineers, data scientists ad ops,
sales team. Responsible for entire company strategy.
Cannes Lions’17 winner (Gold and bronze). Effie Awards 2017
winner (Silver).
Judge on WebSummit (Lisboa) startup pitch.
Senior Judge at Effie Awards '17 and '18
Advisor at Genesis Vision 
Adindex Awards'17 winner (#1 in Programmatic, based on poll
results of 730 advertisers)

Experience

Segmento/Rutarget
CEO
2011 - May 2019 (8 years)
Moscow, Russian Federation

Segmento is a marketing technology company. It offers real-time
personalization of brand communication and improves marketing with data
science and machine learning. For brands this means more efficiency and
higher profits, as for the consumers, it serves them with better offers and
increases their engagement.
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Our real-time decision engine delivers a personalized ad message based on
consumer behaviour prediction. The platform makes 100 thousand decisions
per second, aggregating 4 billion data points into 50 million personalized
impressions per day, all for its 800+ ad campaigns running each month.

Company uniqueness lies in its offline customer behaviour data in the form of
anonymized transactions. Partnering with the largest financial institution and
the number one telecommunications provider in Eastern Europe allows us to
see where and when consumers are spending their money, without sharing
or having access to any information that would allow identification in real-life.
Our solutions allow marketers to reach likely buyers at scale with the potential
to make all marketing more relevant. We provide actionable insights and help
marketers cover the last mile, to accurately measure the impact that their
actions have on online and in-store purchases.

In 2016 company became a joint venture between Sberbank and SSA Sistema
(LSE: SSA)  (http://www.ewdn.com/2016/12/27/sberbank-and-sistema-team-
up-to-monetize-banking-data-at-largest-ever-scale-in-russia-and-europe/)

Segmento’s success is recognized on a global scale. In 2017 the company
received two Cannes Lions for the «Neighbourhoods» project (one Golden
and one Bronze) and an Effie Marketing Award for «Data driving Sberbank».
The Lion awards are the most coveted and well respected in the advertising
and communication industry. Segmento became the first ever Russian
programmatic platform to win at Cannes.

QuantBrothers
Managing Partner
2009 - 2011 (2 years)
St.Petersburg/Moscow

QuantBrothers is a High-Frequency/Low-Latency Trading development team,
working mainly in St.Petersburg and Moscow for US and EMEA markets.
Big data and mathematical algorythms was a basis for creating high-efficient
sophisticated trading robots. 
Was responsible for entire business operations, people hiring, coordinating
sales and service.

Bonnier Corporation
Digital Marketing at B2B Department
January 2008 - October 2010 (2 years 10 months)
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St.Petersburg

Was responsible for entire b2b digital marketing, clients acquisiton and
retention on business
events,organized by Bonnier.
Established succesful partnership with more than 20 local affiliates, including
major e-mail
subscribing services, thematical business online projects and Bonnier
business
branches to acquire registrations for my branch events.
Was promoted to executive director deputy. Until 2010 I was head of a team,
which organised more that 50 events, all of them was profitable.

WPP
Regional Marketing Coordinator
2004 - 2008 (4 years)
St.Petersburg

Worked mainly on integrated marketing activity for Sun Interbrew. Coordinated
entire marketing team in North-West region, including digital marketing, BTL
activities, display media planning and bying.

M-Standard Holding
Tech Ops
2003 - 2004 (1 year)
St.Petersburg

Was involved in technical team, our main goal was certification of military
software related to data processing. Gained a huge experience in business
trips across Russia
(Kaluga, Saratov, Krasnodar, Volgograd and so on), working with technical top
management,
administrating of local networks, database testing.

Education
Российский Государственный Педагогический Университет им.
А.И. Герцена / Herzen State Pedagogical University of Russia
Master of Arts (M.A.), Social Psychology · (2001 - 2007)

Bi-language School 171
 · (1991 - 2001)
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